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missed a vital email? should
have gone to googsavers
Mark Harris, one of the first outsiders to try out the tech giant’s wearable computer, has
seen the future: daft though the gadget looks, we will all soon be eyeing up Google Glass

G

oogle Glass is a smartphone
that you wear on your face.
Why not Google Glasses?
Because ‘glass’ is hipper, of
course, and screams California
cyberdude. The frames don’t
come with conventional lenses but
with a miniature screen that will
display stock prices, instant messages,
tweets, news headlines — anything
you might want to know delivered
straight to your peripheral vision. The
tech giant is banking on us wanting to
be connected all the time, rather than
having to fish the phone from your
pocket and check the screen.
I was one of the first journalists
to try the new device, and I believe
it could introduce a revolution in
behaviour. In the future, spectacles
frames on a person’s face will
not signify myopia so much as
vision — wearers will be the people
in the know.
I tried out Glass at Google I/O, the
company’s annual conference for
developers, in San Francisco last
month. At the event, Larry Page,
Google’s co-founder, proclaimed:
“Our main goal is to get people happy
using Glass. [The] communication
and navigation is amazing. Ultimately,
a lot of your experiences can move
to Glass.”
By which he probably meant his
company has recognised that in the
future we will all have an insatiable
appetite for new information.
Connected to a network using its
own wi-fi or a wireless Bluetooth link
to an Android phone in your pocket,
Glass can make voice and video calls,
search the web, display weather
forecasts or direct you to a destination.
It can also take high-definition photos
and video footage, and coming soon
are apps that will identify the
buildings around you, use facerecognition technology to tell you who
you are speaking to, and should be
able to pick out anyone — from
celebrities to the FBI’s most
wanted — from a crowd.
A tiny head-up display acts
as a screen, and the device is
controlled by the wearer’s voice
or a touch-sensitive pad situated
on one arm of the “spectacles”.
The device I tested is a preproduction “Explorer Edition”
version of Glass. Only
10,000 have been made
and they cost $1,500
(£1,000) each. They are
not yet on sale to the
general public, and
the entire first batch
went to Silicon Valley
insiders and American
developers writing
apps for the gadget.
Of course the one
place where Glass was
easily found was

PLANET
OF THE apps
Matt Bingham
THIS WEEK
A better night’s sleep

Voice commands let you shoot photos
and video while your hands are full

Audio AND CAMERA

Bone conduction technology
transmits sound to your inner ear
through your skull. The camera takes
5Mp photos and shoots 720p video

looking forward
Memory and POWER

16GB of solid-state memory plus 15GB of
Google Drive cloud storage. Battery life is
claimed to be ‘one full day of typical use’

Display

A prism projector over the right eye shows
an image believed to be 640 x 360 pixels

SOFTWARE

Runs ‘Glassware’ apps such as Google
Maps and Gmail, news feeds, Facebook
and Twitter. Developers are not currently
allowed to charge for apps or incorporate
advertisements in them

Connections
and controls

Connects to the internet over wi-fi, or via
Bluetooth and an Android mobile phone.
Voice and touchpad controls are offered

PRICE

£1,000 for the Explorer Edition — not
available to public. Goes on sale next year

Google’s own conference venue. Many
of the staff manning stands wore
Glass, and were in fact forbidden from
removing the devices for the duration
of the show.
Conference guests were also
happy to model the gadgets
— one in 10 of them had got
their hands on a pair —
and were using them
mostly to snap photos to
post online, or to check their
emails, or simply for the
geeky enjoyment of
having them.
I managed to
persuade a
developer to
lend me a
pair
— and
almost
Mark Harris gives Google
Glass a gander at the
company’s I/O developers’
conference in San Francisco

instantly committed my first digital
faux pas. While fumbling with the
frame I inadvertently hit the touchsensitive camera control, and a second
later an embarrassing image of a
nearby woman’s lower half appeared in
the display.
Luckily, nobody else could see the
photograph — in fact, nobody even
knew I’d taken a shot, as Google Glass
lacks the small LED warning light
that on a camcorder, say, shows when
you are recording footage. I swiftly
deleted the photo.
Dr Astro Teller, head of Google X,
the department that developed
Google Glass and other futuristic
projects such as the Google selfdriving car, recently defended the
technology against claims that the
ability surreptitiously to take photos
and videos of everything a person is
looking at, or everyone they are
talking to, could constitute an
invasion of privacy.
“Convenience is what matters
most,” Teller said. “It takes me 10 or 20
seconds to get out my phone, so rather
than think of [Glass] as distracting,

you can see [it] as having gained time.”
Although Glass feels unbalanced in
the hand because all the gadgetry is
packed into a plastic housing on the
right-hand side, it feels light and
comfortable on the face, and little
different from wearing a pair of
expensive sunglasses.
Glass comes with attachable tinted
lenses to turn them into just that,
while a few Googlers at the conference

‘While fumbling
with the device
I took an
embarrassing
image of a
nearby woman’s
lower half’

had even fitted their devices with
prescription lenses.
The biggest innovation is the
head-up display in the upper
right-hand corner. This has a prism
that refracts light from a digital
projector within the plastic housing.
When the display is inactive it is
virtually transparent, and when it is
active, the image floats just above your
field of view, requiring an upward
glance to read it.
Google says its resolution of 640 x 360
pixels is the equivalent of a 25in HD
television viewed from 8ft away.
A better comparison would be viewing
the screen of your mobile at arm’s
length — fine for glancing at a few
lines of large-format text or a blurry
image, but you wouldn’t want to watch
a film in this way.
There are three ways to control
Glass. Tilting your head up wakes the
device and activates the display, which
shows you the time. If it is already
switched on, the same motion turns it
off. The touch panel at your temple lets
you slide through menu options or
wake up the gadget. But by far the

Glass will overlay location and route
information so you can find your way

coolest way to interact with Glass is
through voice commands, which must
all start with “OK Glass”. You can then
ask it to take a picture, record a video,
do a Google search, call a contact, get
directions and more besides.
Searches generally show a few lines
of text in the screen or are read aloud,
as are incoming emails and texts. For
basic queries Glass coped well with my
English accent, but it struggled when I
ventured further afield.
A web search for “Stockholm” was
interpreted as a request for “F*** home”
— a rather different proposition. This
misunderstanding may have been
down to the bustle of the conference,
but the venue was no noisier than a
city street.
No headphones are needed with
Glass, as sound is transmitted clearly
and discreetly through your skull by a
“bone conduction transducer” and is
clearly audible over the general hubbub.
Navigation graphics for driving and
walking directions look clear and
simple — but a really sunny day could
wash out the display.
There are other frustrations. The
display is bright and colourful but not
big or detailed enough to avoid you
having to fish out your phone for a
proper look at a website, email or video.
The two most convincing
applications — head-up navigation and
hands-free photos — are not something
that most people would need every day
or even every week. And even if the
price of Google Glass halves by the time
a consumer version appears next year,
it will still be expensive, especially as it
requires you to own an equally pricy
top-end Android phone.
The Google conference did confirm
one thing: there is no sign that
self-consciousness or fear of looking
stupid will deter from people wearing
the specs. There were some funny
moments, such as when people
suddenly stopped walking and stared
blankly into space as they read new
emails, or jerked their head back to turn

By the time Glass enters full
production there will be many
more apps that use its speech
recognition, camera and internet
connectivity to the full. Google
says it will not build facial
recognition into the device, but
that hasn’t deterred independent
developers. Technology from
Lambda Labs will allow users to
upload pictures of faces and
have their Glass recognise
people automatically in person.
Another developer has made an
app to control and beam back
video from a drone helicopter,
and games, fitness and even
pornography apps are in the
pipeline.

the gadget on or
off. But who
would have
thought, before
the advent of
mobile phone
headsets and
headphone
cables with
built-in
microphones,
that people
would be happy
to walk down the
street seemingly
talking to themselves?
Despite promotional videos showing
skydiving “Glassers”,
Google does not recommend using the
device while playing sports.
The gadget as a whole is splashresistant rather than fully waterproof,
so it needs protection if you’re walking
in the rain.
Users I spoke to reported getting
between four and six hours of use
between charges, rather than the “full
day” claimed by
Google. For a
first-generation
gadget, though,
Glass is pretty
In the doctor’s surgery or
good, and just
“where those around don’t feel
like the first fax
comfortable being photographed
machine and
or captured on video”
mobile phone, it
On the road “Whether or not
will be improved
any laws limit your use of Glass,
in many ways
always be careful”
— including
If you’ve had laser surgery
performance and
“Ask your doctor about risks”
price — and may
If you’re 13 or younger “Could
even reduce in
harm developing vision”
both size and
In demanding situations
weight so they
“Using Glass while operating
are barely
heavy equipment or [playing]
noticeable.
sports could distract you”
Until then,
In heavy rain “Don’t let the
Glassers will
Glass device or battery come in
just have to go
contact with liquids”
about their
business looking
Source: Google Glass FAQs
like Joe 90.

DO NOT WEAR ...

Sleepbot
Free; Android, iPhone
Are you so attached
to your smartphone
that you sleep with
it? That’s the way
to get the best out of this app,
as it uses the motion sensors
to log your movements during
the night, but will need to be
between the sheets, or under
the pillow, to get a reading. It
can also log any snoring, and
claims it can rouse you at the
best moment possible. As
with all the apps listed here
except Sleep Diary, you
should expect to lose half the
battery charge overnight
because the handset must be
“awake” while you’re not.
Data is saved with any notes
you add — whether you took
any medication, awoke feeling
good or lousy and so on — to
help you work out what’s best
for a good kip. As an
electronic ear, SleepBot could
be more sensitive, but the
movement tracker worked
like a dream. Sorry. Sensibly,
the app lets you turn off
phone functions (you don’t
want to be woken by emails)
and the smart alarm can be

set to go off during, say, a
half-hour period in which the
app detects that you are close
to waking naturally.
SnoreLab
£2.49; iPhone
As a sound
recorder, SnoreLab
picks up far more
than SleepBot —
and you don’t have to cuddle
up to it either. Left on a
bedside table with the
iPhone’s microphone pointing
towards you, it displays the
night’s noises as a graph and,
best of all, can play back the
loudest moments. Not only
can this shame a snorer into
seeking help; it will also
detect any ambient sounds
that might be disrupting your
sleep. As with SleepBot, you
can add notes to each night’s
data. It tracks how many
hours of shuteye you’re
getting each night too.
Sleep Diary
Free; iPhone
Sleep Diary comes
with the approval of
the NHS — it’s one
of the health apps

endorsed at apps.nhs.uk.
Reply to a few questions
before turning off the light
and again when you awake.
Once you have two weeks’
worth of answers, it
generates a graph and other
data that you can export and
email to your GP. Lucky GP.
Ibis Sleep Art
Free; iPhone
For a bit of fun,
use this to
generate a visual
representation of
your night’s sleep. As with
SleepBot, you’ll need to keep
the phone with you in bed —
as it’s sponsored by the Ibis
hotel chain, perhaps you are
assumed to be alone — so it
can take your movements
and breathing noises and
display them next morning in
the form of an abstract
painting. More usefully, it’s
an alarm too.
sunday times online

For the definitive guide to
apps and games, go to
thesundaytimes.co.uk/
theapplist

DON’T PANIC

Your tech problems solved by our experts

Q

My computer’s email
filter deletes spam
before it appears in my
inbox but my recently
acquired iPad does not,
so I am receiving unwanted
offers of loans, PPI advice
and so on. How can I
activate spam protection
on the iPad?
PH, Winchester

Mail app is capable
AfromApple’s
of displaying messages
pretty much any email

service on the planet. The
version for desktop and laptop
Macs checks the mail for spam
before adding it to your inbox,
but the iPhone and iPad one
does not. You need to apply a
spam filter to email before it is
retrieved by your iPad.
Check with your email
provider to see whether it
has enabled a spam filter for
your account. If it has, ask
that it be set it at a higher
sensitivity.
If spam continues to clog
your inbox, consider using
Google’s Gmail as a
middleman to scrub email
clean. The service is free to use
and has excellent filters. Open
an account at gmail.com,
log in and click the Settings
button (the cogwheel in the

top right of the screen). You
will need a phone to hand for
verification codes.
In the Accounts section,
click “Add a POP3 mail
account you own” and enter
your usual email address and
password. Once that is done, a
new option, “When replying
to a message”, will appear in
the Accounts settings. Make
sure you select “Reply from
the address to which the
message was sent”.
Back on your iPad, delete
your old address from the Mail
app and add the Gmail
account. Email will continue
to arrive at your old address
and will appear to be sent
from it just as before, while
actually travelling via Gmail
— and benefiting from its antispam technology. Tony Smith

Q

As yo cn see, my laptop
mises some of my
keystroks. I use two
fingers and type sloly. It’s
driving m uts. Help.
AR, Tonbridge, Kent

may be dirt beneath
AtheThere
the keyboard preventing
keys from pressing down

properly. If the underside of a
depressed key fails to connect
with the key matrix — the
grid of electrical contacts that
underlies the keyboard — the
stroke will not be registered.
It’s a particular problem with
old-style “clicky” keys that
have gaps between them; the
rubbery “chiclet” keys —
named after the American
gum of the same shape —
used by many modern laptops
have a tighter seal to help
keep out crumbs.
Power down the laptop,
turn it upside down and
shake it gently (holding it
with both hands) to see if you
can dislodge the dirt. If this
works only partly, you might
have to pay to have the
keyboard removed and
cleaned. Nigel Powell
Email your tech
queries to dontpanic@
sunday-times.co.uk

